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China LOCaI ReCOrdS

麟鬻蘩i鬻黛瓣瓣瓣溅麓麟溺麟阚麟鬻蠢 震 纛
“Recormng”Great Expectations：A Review of New China Local Records Academic

Studies in the P嬲t 70 Years⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯P口n-，蛳甩(4)

Since the founding of the Pe叩le’s Republic of China 70 years ago，the local records cause in various

pans of China has gone through seVeral periods such as the stan and di伍cult explomtions of local records

compilation shortly after the founding of new China，the first-round local records compilation in full swing

since the ref0珊and opening-up， and the steadv quaLlity impmvement of second—round local records

compilation． Academic studies also gradually developed and bec砌e more and more pmsperous during

these periods． A systematic review of this development f而m v撕ous angles such as development stages，

major achievements， and future outlook， are not only valuable for the summary of deVelopment

experiences in the paust 70 years，but also of great si印ificance for pushing forward the deVelopment of the

local records cause in the futuI℃．

Local Records Studies Knowledge System Stmcturing Research(1994—2018)Based

on Quantitative Statisti髓of(孺扬口上力伽Z足即D，凼⋯⋯⋯量『口zJI口仳谊馏，“H馏(16)

吼i眦幻coZ mco础is t}le most authoritative periodical in the local records studies circle． Anicles

published in it renect the most imponant and most concentrated knowledge production achieVements in

that field． Taking the publications in傩i∞幻∞Z尺eco珧from 1994 to 2018 as objects of research，we

ran through all the articles published over the 25 years period，and finally found 2769 articles related with

local records．Taking these articles as samples， we statisticaUy analyzed the constitution of the key

pmducers of local records studies related knowledge， the production of local records studies related

knowledge，the constmction of knowledge system，and features of the constrIlction，and made seVeral

pmposals．

QiaIllong肋秽玩增Co比聆秒足PcD胁Research⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯历增讹f(28)

Qianlong Pi凡g戈玩，谬CoⅡ，I钞鼢D，体was compiled in the 49th year of the Reign of Qianglong

(1784)． Consisting of 12 Volumes，it was the second Pin黔iang county records of the Qing Dynas哆．Xu

Shengwu， the compiler， was both a local omcial and a book coUector dedicated to local records

compilation． In te珊s of styles，it w聃under the innuences of the bu唱eoning 10cal records studies during

the Qianlong period and the textual research academic school that stressed the sourcing of references and
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research of their origins． In te珊s of contents， it amended omissions in Kangxi Pi啦弘iong CoⅡn耖

尺eco珧，expanded the scope of ref宅rences coUection，increased inclusions of poems and essays，and had

distinctive features in the research of local scenery and the sunrey of local customs．

R电searching the Distinctio璐Between砌聆叻凡lmD比s S辔h船足PcD，凼and 0烈^b胞s

够砌“EV明绍盯y口咒⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯砌略知咒纽o(37)

Aecording to historical references，D蒯Ⅳo￡邪矿P嬲￡E移e胁矿№n and拖n C渺几啪嬲|s动拈

Recor出are both imponant local records of famous scenery spots and historical relics of Beijing． The

manuscripts contents of 0砌Ⅳ0胁Q厂P删如n拈矿拖几are entries about 16 Beijing city gates，while yon

C：秒JFkmoz岱Jsig危拈Rec0，矗s printed and published by Zhang Jiangcai also included the same entries about

1 6 Beijing city gates．Through analysis of the authors and entries contents of the two books，we can make

the conclusion that the two b00ks are in fact the same book． In addition，different editions of D甜^‘D凇Q厂

尸0鲒E钾凡拈旷玩n have different contents from those of玩凡C毋砌瑚淞5劬如Rec0珧． nrough

analysis of circulation processes of the two books，we can discuss the causes of the distinctions between

the two books and their textual difbrences f南m the angle of historical references studies．

Analysis of S^“口啦，霉g Z’D’．，咒s而勿and GⅣ话比咒B一盯RPcD，凼 ⋯⋯⋯曰DⅣn咖，lg(42)

5危u口ng角7峪死zu，醛危咖included in the township records special coUection of C危in血J幻c口Z Reco珧

觑￡号吕mfion Jse一∞，was seen as local I℃cords of Shuangfeng township of Changshu，Jiangsu Pmvince，

the author recorded as“the Anonymous in the Qing Dynasty"． In f如t，the academic circle has long

taken 5矗￡‘n嘶，峪Zb“J，u九咖as a separ{扯e set of township records． And it has become a consensus that it

was“Compiled by Anonymous(Qing Dynasty)"． Yet no matter we analyze肌龇n驴凡g乃彬邢^函from
its structure or f而m its content of 48 entries，the book can not be taken as a set of separate and complete

township records． Thmugh comparatiVe research，we oan see that跳眦，舻ng％彬邢^咖is a smau pan of

the unpublished manuscripts of Guic“n B^旷尺eco，、出privately compiIed by Wu Zhuoxin of Qing Dynasty，

or a part of one of its hand—copied editions． MoreoVer，there are yet another two kinds of Gu泌un Bri矿

—Reco，1出compiled respectively by Shi Ruolin of Qing Dynasty and Xu Zhaowei of the recent period．

Taoism and the Worship of Hua Tuo ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

The origin of the worship of Hua Tuo was related to Taoism． Hua Tuo was closely related to Taoism．

He was bom and educated in an area where Taoism prevailed． He himself once practised Taoism

necromancy，and was hence deified in later generations．7I'hmugh fe瑚entation and transition in the Wei，

Jin，Southem and Northem Dynasties，the worship of Hua Tuo was finaUy established in the Tang and
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Song Dynasty． At the very be舀IlIling，it was a local worship． Due to the utilitarian psychology of getting

rid of diseases or asking fbr good fbnune among the populace， and their well acceptance of the Three

Kingdoms stories， it was gradually widely spread out in the Ming and Qing Dynasty through temple

sacri6ces，mythologies and legends，and festival celebrations．

The Images and Co删munity Roles of CoI咖dan Physicians in Northem China

During the Qing Dynasty—Case Studies Based on Local Records Recordings

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯肼丑b嘤H(57)

Qing Dynasty govemments did not undenake major responsibility in the constmction of铲assroot

social medical caIe system below the county leVel，and thus proVided space fbr Confucian physicians to

place their rDles in community life． Confucian physicians，while playing the I．ole of saVing people’s liVes，

were also active participants， supponers， and facilitators of local public afhirs such as ch撕table

activities，bridge buildings and I．0ad constmctions，fbe schools and academies of classical leamings，and

i耐gation pmjects． Medical techniques， interactions with patients， and moral resources f而m practising

medicine enabled Confucian physicians to organize and participate in many sorts of community public

a矗'airs， and consequently obtained special status and position in gmssmot society， and became an

important social gmup that had innuences on grassroot society together with the 10cal gentry that I℃lied on

social resources such as success in Imperial Ex枷inations，wealth，moml integ^ty，and kinship of family

clans．

The Contributing Factors and Social IIlfluences of hIlperial ExaIIlinations Successes

in Hancheng Coun坶During Ming and Qing Dyn嬲ty—A SurVey Based on Local

Records Recordings⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯·“鼬泐D馏，DH彻QfD，础谢(68)

Education based on Imperial Examinations in Hancheng County of Shaanxi made great success

during Ming and Qing Dynasty． The contributing factors behind this success include innuences of

prominent local personages 0f vinue in Hancheng County since ancient times，the prevalent customs 0f

attaching great importance 00 education among local populations，the importance attached to successes in

Imperial Examinations by successive county ma舀strates during Ming and Qing Dynasty，the feedback to

hometown education by omcials f而m Hancheng，and the assiduous anitude of Hancheng sch01ars and

their leaming method of studying f而m many teachers． Successes in Imperial Examinations made

Hancheng that situated in a comer of the Northwest an important county that contributed talents to the

whole country during Ming and Qing Dynasty．After their entrance into the omcialdom on basis of success
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in Imperial Examinations，they were mostly honest，of integrity，and famous for good goVemance，making

good contributions to the political lif色and educational development of the nation，and bearing imponant

innuences on social cultuI．al development at that time．

The Lives， Livelihood， and Lif色of People at the Bottom of Society in Shaanxi

During Mid-Qing Dynasty—IntertextuaUty Research Based on Cabinet Criminal

Cases Archives and Local Records During the Reign of Enlperor Jiaqing

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯凡馏kf(75)

Qing Dynasty cabinet criminal cases archives have abundant records on the social and economic life

0f people at the bottom of society，and serve as rare references on social history and life history．Thmu曲

statistical analysis of descriptive refbrences of household population， age， children， and m痢age and

binh status from panies involved in criminal cases in Shaanxi as recorded in cabinet criminal cases

archiVes during the Reign of Empemr Jiaqing，we attempt to put on display the basic shapes of househ01d

size，marital and binh status，and liVelihood of people at the bottom of society in Shaanxi during the mid—

Qing Dynasty． In combination with survey over the livelihood of who involved in criminal cases as

recorded in cabinet archives， and intertextuality research with 10cal records， we attempt to reveal the

existence conditions of people at the bottom of society in difkrent regions of Shaanxi during the mid—Qing

Dynasty in tenns of clothing， food， residence， and transportation， and think about new trends in

historical research on everyday life of a certain locality．

InVestigatiVe Explanations of Chen Sheng the EnVoy to Ryukyu——Analysis Based on

Local Records References ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯勋砌(97)

On the issue of who was the enVoy to Ryukyu in the 35th year of the Reign of Hongwu(1402)of

Ming Dynasty，there are no records in o佑cial history and suspended doubts within the academic circle．

On the basis of inVestigatiVe research of seVeral local records references such as Bo叫凡g CoM凡钞R∞D脓

and拖n鳓。咖胁co珧，and compa矗sons with references in o伍cial history such as心增c0M兀几以抛Z

＆cD，体and^“，曙胍￡o，)厂，we take the View that Chen Sheng was one of envoys on diplomatic mission to

Ryukyu in that year． Meanwhile，we proVide inVestigative explanations to issues such as Chen Sheng’s

liVe story，when he senred as enVoy to Ryukyu，references that he was convicted for pdvately traded in

horses by taking adVantages of the conVenience of the trip，whether he was envoy only to Ryukyu or envoy

to Ryukyu and Japan at the same time． By doing so，we attempt to improve the understanding of certain

speci矗c historical facts about the relationship between China and Ryukyu during early Ming Dynasty．
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Investigatio璐of Qin SlIi Huang Memorial Temples ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯LⅡ筏洳席(104)

During Han Dynasty，mlers due to political needs portrayed Qin Shi Huang as a wicked tyrant，

which led to the fact that 11Jlers of later generations mostly held no memorial ceremonies for Qin Shi

Huang and built no memorial temples for him． Nowadays，there are only about tens of Qin Shi Huang

memorial teHlples that can be tmced in historical records，i．e． Qin Dynasty“Shi Huang Ji Miao"“Back

Temple"，Han Dynasty“Shi HuaIlg Ci，’‘‘Dayu／Shi Huang Miao"，Tang Dynasty“Xianyang Shi Huang

Miao"，Song Dynasty“Lintong Shi Huang Miao”“Jiang County Shi Huang Miao"“Zhuji Shi Huang

Miao”“Shangyu Shihuang Miao"，and temples in places such as Zhuji，Shangyu，Haiyan，xiangshan，

Tai’an， Rongcheng， and Xin窖an during the Yuan， Ming， and Qing Dynasty．7Ihese Qin Shi Huang

temples can be roughIy divided into two series according to region and historical inheritance relations，

i．e．“KuaijiI'and“Lang)，a"，among which only the Shi Huang temple in Rongcheng of Weihai is currently

in existence．

General Pr06le and DeVelopment Trend of LOcal Records Map Research Agai璐t the

Backgm咖d of the础se of Map IIistory ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯砌刀鼬P增(1 11)

In the recent decade， map history research attmcted more and more attention and made great

pmgress， among which local records map research was an important aspect． Although few periodic

research on local records map are seen， there haVe been quite a great deal of deVelopments in V撕ous

branch areas． A review of existing achievements shows an obVious deVel叩ment trend of interdisciplinary

and diversifying theoreticaLl approach in current local records map research that combines local records

m印with city and rural society and with academic transfo瑚ation in modem period， and expands

discussion f南m the angles of knowledge history and spatial cognition． RelatiVely speaking，researches on

basic issues such as the quantity，quaLlity，types，and compiler groups of 10cal records maps are yet to be

stren昏hened

“WritiIlgs”锄d“Expr髑siO璐”：碰story Wri廿ngs and E印re鼹io璐of LocaI Em嘶。璐

一On Reading Zo印蛔CD比叻肌叩D脚足口co砌 ⋯⋯⋯⋯一ⅡzD倒(116)
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